
Geschmacksrichtung Grün 

 

Pricing Overview: Concert Photography 

 



Small package: 

 

I will shoot the desired amount of time (best would be the whole gig) and edit the series' best 

photos. 

The band receives those photos watermarked and in full resolution for limited usage (non-

commercial usage, usage in social media and on homepage while quoting source and leaving 

watermark). 

Should the band wish to license any pictures out of this series for other purposes, the usual licensing 

fees apply. 

This package is perfect for bands wanting to upgrade their internet presence with first class live 

photography, but having no additional plans for commercial usage of those pictures for album 

covers, magazine articles or similar purposes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Complete package: 

 

As in the small package I will be shooting the agreed-upon amount of time, but this package includes 

more pictures in additional editing variations. 

The band receives all rights to the photos for any and all usage. This is the much more cost effective 

solution for bands planning to use professional concert photos for commercial purposes. 

 

 

Pricing: 

Both packages incur travelling expenses amounting to EUR 0.36 per kilometer travelled. Both 

packages include extensive and individual editing of all pictures. 

Small package: 

EUR 20 per gig hour, not less than EUR 20 (plus 19 % VAT if applicable) 

Full package: 

EUR 70 per gig hour, not less than EUR 55 (plus 19 % VAT if applicable) 

Licenses (plus 7 % VAT if applicable): 

Starting from EUR 20 depending on usage and print run. 

 



Epilogue: 

 

Please find an extensive overview of my work at www.heretik.de and 

https://www.facebook.com/ggruen.pics/ 

As concerts differ in light, stage setup, light, audience (photo pit? sold out?), light and most of all 

light, I can never guarantee perfect results. What I can and will guarantee is optimal results. 

Bands often have special requests like "get the whole band in the picture"; unfortunately, that is not 

always possible due to the aforementioned factors. 

Requests regarding photo editing (B/W, clean, "please don't edit that much") will of course be 

considered, although I have to point out that I usually get the best results when given free reign. 

 

And that's all she wrote. Hope to see you on stage soon! 


